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Wheelsure Holdings plc
(“Wheelsure” or the “Group”)
Signs Major Distribution Agreement with L.B. Foster, Inc
Wheelsure Holdings, the ISDX quoted technology company, is pleased to announce that the Company’s principal
subsidiary, Tracksure® Limited (“Tracksure”), has signed a major distribution agreement with the Pittsburgh, USA,
based railroad specialist, L.B. Foster Company (“L.B. Foster”).
L.B. Foster is a NASDAQ quoted specialist distributor and manufacturer to the railroad industry with annual turnover of
approximately $600m. L.B .Foster has operations worldwide, but its main activities are focused on North America.
Under the agreement, L.B. Foster will use its sales and technical teams to develop the Tracksure fastener range in North
America. Tracksure will receive royalty payments from any sales made by L.B. Foster. The agreement between the
Company and L.B. Foster is for a five year term and has been entered into following an extensive period of trial testing
and research of Tracksure’s products, principally in relation to the challenging diamond crossings application, at some of
the largest North American Class 1 railroad companies.
During this testing and prior to signing this agreement, L.B. Foster placed stock orders with the Company and Tracksure
has already received royalties of around US$22,000 in the current financial year. L.B. Foster has committed to further
stock orders and the Directors believe that further orders are already in the pipeline.
In 2015, testing and commercial negotiations with the railroads will be further developed to include a broader range of
railroad applications and transit systems.
In order to optimise the supply chain for its dealings with L.B. Foster, Tracksure is also entering into a full warehousing
and logistical agreement with MRail, Inc. of Atlanta.
Gerry Mulder, Tracksure’s Chairman commented "We are delighted to have signed this important agreement with the
hugely respected L.B. Foster. The North American market, including Canada and Mexico is very attractive and we
believe that we have secured excellent partners to work with in the territory. We are already seeing business from this
single application and, with this agreement in place, we are confident that we can broaden our order base in 2015".
The Directors of the Company are responsible for the contents of this announcement.
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